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DIG DEEP COACHING 2

TRAINING PLAN//
This plan utlises coaching experienced developed both 
on and off the bike by the Dig Deep Coaching team.  It 
will provide structure to daily training on the bike whilst 
developing a personal understanding on how to train.  
As the weeks progress you will start to feel the benefits 
physically on the bike coupled with increased confidence in 
this new found progression through structured coaching.
The overall objective is to support and develop further the cycling experience through structured 
training.  It is important you feel and enjoy the clear benefits to be gained through targeted training 
sessions and see the results come event day. 

So who is this for?
This plan is ideal for cyclists who wish to target long distance sportive events and want to maximise 
time available to train in order to hit goals such as completing events within a specific time or 
targeting an avergage speed.  A good base fitness is required with some consistent cycling in the 6 
months leading up to the start of the plan.  If you have been riding your bike or exercising 4-5 times a 
week and previously undertaken sportive events in the last couple of years then this plan is great for 
you. 

The plan will increase your personal fitness, help you become leaner and increase speed for long 
distance challenges lasting over 160km.  Many of the structured sessions will improve your climbing 
ability and increase endurance coupled with providing great confidence, motivation and drive to 
complete any epic challenge stretching you further than you ever thought possible!

How much time will the plan take up?
The weekly durations vary with WEEK 1 being the shortest at a total of 7hrs 45min and the longest is 
WEEK 7 which sees an increase to 11hrs on the bike. The average duration is around 9hrs a week. The 
plan will help base your training around lifestyle and work/family commitments whilst ensuring daily 
you are making the all important training sessions count towards progression to your challenge!
What do I need?
A bike.

What do I need to do before starting the plan?
Make sure you are up to speed on the knowledge required (please see steps below) to make the plan 
work coupled with a basic understanding of what is being prescribed in the sessions. 

Step 1: Understanding the intensities of each session
To put an effective training plan together we need to categorise the daily training into different 
intensities.  Each intensity is aimed at stressing the body in different ways in order to target specific 
improvements in your fitness and ability.  These intensities are categorised as ‘training zones’ 
(abbreviated as Z1, meaning Zone 1) and help you measure and control how hard you are riding.  

The significance of training zones becomes even more important when you are limited on time to 
train as it allows you to be very precise in your training in the time allocated.  So we encourage you 
to familiarise yourself with the various training zones and tests to help you work out your personal 
training zones and make the next 10 weeks really work for you.

‘I don’t have a HRM or Powermeter’: 
We recommend using The Borg Scale (Borg 1982) which is the Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE).  
This will be your rate of exercise intensity indicated by your body’s physical signs such as heart rate, 
breathing rate and perspiration/sweating.  Please 
see the scale on the right to get an understanding 
of how you should feel at certain parts of the 
training.

Perceived Exertion Description
0 Nothing at all.

0.5 Extremely Weak

1 Very Weak

2 Weak (light)

3 Moderate

4 Somewhat Strong

5 Strong (Heavy)

6  

7 Very Strong

8  

9  

10 Extremely Strong
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‘I have a heart rate monitor and/or powermeter’:  Should you use a heart rate monitor (HRM) and/
or powermeter there are ‘tests’ you can conduct to provide you with the essential training zones for 
the plan and allow you to relate to the RPE scale of 1-10. We recommend Andrew Coggan’s training 
levels in both HR and Power which is explained in the below table. To find your functional threshold 
HR and Power (this number is needed to develop your zones) you will need to complete the 
following procedure:

Get a good warm up.  Set off at a pace you can sustain for a full 20 minutes.  Be careful not to go off 
too hard at the start, you got to keep it going for 20 minutes.  Equally this 20 minutes needs to be at 
a high intensity.  When you are getting close to 17/18 minutes give it one final push to the end!  This 
test can be completed either inside on a turbo or outside on a road with little interruptions. This effort 
is similar to a time trial effort. Once you have your average HR and power number for this 20min test 
please undertake the following:

Heart Rate - Use this number as your 100% threshold HR and subsequent other zones.
Power - Calculate your average power wattage for the 20 minute interval. Then take this figure and 
multiply by 0.95. (E.g. a 225w average x 0.95 = 209w FTP). This number of 209w is the number you will 
use to base the other power zones.

Zone Name Average Power Average HR Perceived Exertion Description

1 Active Recovery <55% <68 <2 “Easy spinning” or “light pedal pressure”, i.e. very low level exercise, too low to induce significant physiological adaptations. Minimal sensation 

of leg effort or on breathing.

2 Endurance 56-75% 69-83% 3-4 “All day” pace, or classic long slow distance (LSD) training. Sensation of leg effort/fatigue generally low, but may rise periodically to higher 

levels (e.g., when climbing). Breathing is a little heavier than level 1.

3 Tempo 76-90% 84-94% 5-6 More frequent/greater sensation of leg effort/fatigue than at level 2. Requires concentration to maintain alone. Breathing deeper and more 

rhythmic than level 2, such that any conversation must be somewhat halting, but not as difficult as at level 4. 

4 Lactate Threshold 91-105% 95-105% (may not be 

achieved during initial 

phases of effort(s))

7-8 Just below to just above TT effort, taking into account duration, current fitness, environmental conditions, etc. Essentially continuous 

sensation of moderate or even greater leg effort/fatigue. Continuous conversation difficult at best, due to depth/frequency of breathing. 

Effort sufficiently high that sustained exercise at this level is mentally very taxing

5 VO2 Max 106-120% >106% 8-9 Typical intensity of longer (3-8 min) intervals intended to increase VO2max. Strong to severe sensations of leg effort/fatigue. Conversation 

not possible due to often ‘ragged’ breathing. Note: At this level, the average heart rate may not be responsive due to slowness of heart rate 

response and/or ceiling imposed by maximum heart rate).

6 Anaerobic Capacity >121% N/A 10 Short (10sec to 3min), high intensity intervals designed to increase anaerobic capacity. Heart rate generally not useful as guide to intensity. 

The above is based on both the Borg scale of intensity and the training zones developed by Andrew Coggan.
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Step 2: Understand the terminology
Within the plan specific cycling terms are used to describe the sessions. Some may be unfamiliar but 
do take a moment to get use to the terms, this will help greatly as you develop a further insight into 
cycling and what is important when training with structure.

Cadence
Is the number of revolutions of the crank per minute.  Roughly speaking, this is the rate at which a 
cyclist is pedalling/turning the pedals.  The daily sessions in the plan mostly are described on intensity 
and cadence. Some may not have a cadence sensors, if this is the case, the following three categories 
will  help explain further, when you see RPM in front of a number this means Revolutions Per Minute.
 
Low Cadence This is normally completed in a gear that is making your leg revolutions very slow and 
requires more force to push the pedals over. This should be a muscular effort rather than using your 
aerobic system which is used at a higher rate as cadence increases. This low cadence range is 85rpm 
and below, avoid dropping below 65rpm. When riding at a low cadence try and avoid rocking upper 
body as we want to engage core/glutes to maximise strength and full pedal stroke.

Medium Cadence This should be at a rate which feels more natural and normal for you to ride at, this 
is what you will ride at when you have no particular cadence prescribed. This should feel comfortable 
and not have any increased ‘rocking’ or movements in the upper body. This will be between 85-95rpm 
for most people. 

High Cadence This can also be described as ‘spinning’ a high gear and is completed at a rate that 
feels out of your comfort zone.  You perhaps will have a slight ‘bounce’ in the saddle as you try and 
hit high revolutions in your pedalling. This will use a higher aerobic requirement thus leading to an 
increased breathing rate. This will range from 95rpm to 120rpm. For those people more experienced 
in this technique the rate my range from 105rpm+. Avoid a large ‘bounce’ effect when doing this, 
if you feel yourself unable to maintain a high cadence without maintaining a good technique then 
reduce cadence until you are back to a good rhythm. 

Cadence Skills
These are particular training sessions that help improve moving from one cadence range to another 
in quick succession without compromising the intensity. A skill required in the initial phases of 
training.

Threshold Efforts
The term ‘threshold’ means the upper limit of your effort in which you can sustain for the period of 
time requested. You may have heard the term in sport ‘lactate threshold’ (LT) but what is it?  Lactate, 
your body’s buffering agent, neutralises the acid that builds up in your legs and makes them burn 
during heavy exertion. The harder you turn the cranks, the faster acid accumulates. Eventually, your 
muscles generate more acid than you can neutralise and your searing muscles force you to ease up. 
The point at which you begin to accumulate acid more quickly than you can dissipate it is your LT, or, 
in riding terms, the fastest pace you can maintain for 30 minutes without feeling like your legs are on 
fire.

Tempo Efforts
Tempo is an intensity that can be known as a hard aerobic training ride or a ride that requires more 
concentration and effort through each pedal stroke compared to the usual endurance ride. The term 
tempo means a consistent ‘solid’ effort completed over long durations, i.e. 20min to 1hr periods at this 
intensity. 

Aerobic Ride
This is generally a short ride (normally 1hr or under) which is based on a low intneisty working your 
aerboic abilty and not putting too much stress on your muscles or causing high levels of stress. 
Typically a training session that can be completed either indoors or on the road at an easy pace.

Endurance Ride
These training sessions are typically at a lower intensity but undertaken for longer durations you are 
building the ability to perform exercise for prolonged periods of time. Levels of fatigue post ride will 
be higher than that of the aerobic training sessions. These rides are norama lly longer than 1hr 30min.

Sprint Blocks
These are maximal efforts over a short space of time, 10-20 seconds normally. A full out effort 
completed at regular times through a specific session.

Cross Training
This is used to describe another activity which is not cycling. This can be a range of exercises in the 
gym, at home or outside. This helps mix up the training and allows you to work different muscle 
groups which otherwise may be ignored if you solely rode the bike all the time.
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Step 3: Implementing the sessions
Each day describes in detail what training is required.  Different variables may affect training and 
ability to complete the sessions so here are some ideas on how to get round problems you may 
encounter:

Can the training be completed inside on a turbo trainer?
The mid-week sessions are of low volume and can be completed indoors on a turbo or rollers but 
they can also be implemented within a daily commute. What we ask is to ensure you conduct the 
main set included in your training routine for that day.  So if you extend the duration because your 
commute takes longer don’t worry as long as you have built in the intervals and intensity prescribed.

Can I change days about?
Yes you can, but you need to make sure you keep to some parameters on this. For example: If we 
ask for 2 complete rest days for a particular week please try and get two complete rest days on a 
schedule that suits you. Also avoid completing more than 3 days back to back as this can sometimes 
bring around too much fatigue which may affect your ability to perform the intensity required in the 
future.  Switching a day about will not have a major impact on your training but try your best to keep 
to the framework and ethos set out. 

What if I am feeling excessively tired?
Then take a rest, please avoid performing any intensive activity while too tired. We do not want to 
lower your immune system and cause illness which will result in taking unwanted time off the bike. 
Take an extra rest day or do a lower intensive ride from what we are requesting until you feel back to 
normal.

What else is in the plan?
We have included ‘Dig Deep Coaching Tips’ to help you understand the sessions more and aid in 
building your training knowledge for the future.  Also included are specific links to informative articles 
written by our team of coaches and sports professionals.
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1Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off : Day off, Get ready for 

week ahead

Welcome to the start of your 

training for the next 10 weeks. We 

look forward to seeing you progress 

and enjoy the structure the plan 

will bring to your training routine. 

As today is a Monday we will 

assume you had a good weekend 

on the bike and start with a rest. 

Don’t worry you have plenty of 

work ahead!

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

The importance of goal setting, 

have you set your goals for 2015? 

Click HERE to read this great article.  

It isn’t always easy to go about 

setting goals which are realistic but 

challenging.  The article hopefully 

gives you help in making great 

choices.

Basic Cadence Skills
Duration 1:00hr

Cadence skills and tempo effort.

WARM UP:
10min at Z2 medium cadence 
80-90rpm.

MAIN SET:
Complete the following session 
3 times:

2min at Z3 high cadence, 100rpm+
1min at Z3 low cadence, <80rpm
2min at Z3 high cadence, 100rpm+
1min at Z3 low cadence, <80rpm
2min at Z3 high cadence, 100rpm+
1min at Z3 low cadence, <80rpm

Repeat the above set another two 
times with 8min easy pedalling 
at Z1 between sets to allow for 
recovery. 

COOL DOWN: 
7min at Z1 after the third cadence 
block.

Session Comments:
This session is aimed at improving 
your ability to move from one 
cadence to another which recruits 
different muscle fibres. Developing 
this routine will help your ability 
on longer rides changing from 
flat(ish) roads to hilly terrain. Aim 
to maintain a smooth pedal stroke 
and keep the upper body as still as 
possible.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

To help enhance your cycling 

ability we believe working different 

muscle groups via alternative 

activities is essential. Today change 

things up a bit with different 

exercises such as:

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Session Comments:

We like to mix training in this plan 

so completing other activities is 

a great way to keep motivation 

levels high with alternative ways to 

improve your fitness.

Bike Tempo Ride

Duration 1hr15min

WARM UP: 

15min Z2 easy spinning, medium 

cadence.

MAIN SET:  

45min riding at Z3. This is slightly 

above your ‘comfort zone’ and 

riding at a steady tempo during 

this time. Keep your cadence in a 

medium setting, 85-90rpm. Avoid 

freewheeling on the down hills 

and try make the route as least 

disruptive as possible, i.e. traffic 

lights, towns etc.

COOL DOWN: 

15min at Z1. That was a solid ride so 

take time to recover and relax.

Session Comments:

This is a great session to build 

endurance while limited on time.  It 

is aimed at stressing your aerobic 

system and help begin to build 

tolerance to more intensive efforts.

Day Off: Relax

3 good days of work so far, well 

done. Time to get your bike and 

kit ready for a good weekend of 

cycling. Use these rest days to get 

maintenance completed!

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

We know how important nutrition 

is to performance and overall 

wellbeing. Read this article from 

Dig Deep Nutritionist Rob Van Der 

Werf on Nutrition Basics. Great 

information to help you through 

the next 10 weeks.  Eating the right 

foods at the right times will play 

a vital role in the success of your 

training.

Aerobic Ride and Tempo Effort

Duration 2:00hrs

Today is about getting in some 

aerobic riding along with some 

harder ‘tempo’ training at the end 

just to help build endurance.

WARM UP: 

10min at Z1.

MAIN SESSION: 

1hr40min commence with 

1hr10min at Z2 riding at a medium 

cadence, 85-95rpm. Keep this nice 

and steady. Once this time is up 

produce a tempo effort of 30min at 

Z3, low cadence <80rpm.

COOL DOWN: 

10min easy spinning at a high 

cadence 90rpm+ at Z1.

Session Comments:

We are mixing some endurance 

riding with tempo strength work. 

By building some lower cadence 

efforts in a low gear (<80rpm) you 

will be using muscular strength 

more to help boost overall 

muscular endurance.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity

Duration 2:30hrs

Choose a flat to lightly rolling 

course for these Sunday sessions. 

Nothing too challenging.

WARM UP:

15min at Z1 and gradually move 

it up until you feel you’re ready to 

settle into a higher tempo.

MAIN SET: 

2hr steady, firm road ride to build 

your fitness base and increase 

your ability to use fat as fuel. 

Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 

your cadence at a medium level, 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:

15min Bring it back down to your 

lower Z1.

Session Comments:

Alternatively if you ride with a 

group make sure you maintain a 

nice effort throughout the ride but 

avoid over stretching yourself with 

a long ride that may see you unable 

to recover for next week.

Planned: Bike: 6h45min              
Cross Train: 1:00hr 
Total: 7hr45min

?

http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/planning-success-endurance-sport/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2015/03/nutrition-basics-rob-van-der-werf-tells-us-more/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2015/03/nutrition-basics-rob-van-der-werf-tells-us-more/
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2WEEK 2//
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off

Hope you enjoyed a great weekend 

of cycling!  Did you remember to 

get your bike cleaned and ready for 

another week? Take today to get 

organised for the week ahead.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

We all know how important 

training is to our improvements but 

what about rest? This is crucial to 

your development and makes us 

stronger and healthier. Read this 

article specifically on rest to help 

you learn more.

Basic Cadence Skills

Duration 1hr20min

Cadence skills and tempo effort.

WARM UP:

10min at Z2 medium cadence 

80-90rpm.

MAIN SET: 

Complete the following session 

4 times:

2min at Z3, high cadence, 100rpm+

1min at Z3, low cadence, <80rpm

2min at Z3, high cadence, 100rpm+

1min at Z3, low cadence, <80rpm

2min at Z3, high cadence, 100rpm+

1min at Z3, low cadence, <80rpm

2min at Z3, high cadence, 100rpm+

1min at Z3, low cadence, <80rpm

We are increasing the frequency 

of the cadence drills to a total of 4 

times, maintain 8min recovery at Z1 

between the sets.

COOL DOWN:

10min cool down at Z1 after your 

fourth cadence block.

Session Comments:

Focus on hitting each cadence as 

accurate as possible.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

To help enhance your cycling 

ability working different muscle 

groups via alternative activities is 

essential. Change your training up 

today from some of the exercises 

mentioned below: 

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Session Comments:

Make this enjoyable with an activity 

that works different muscle groups 

to cycling.

Bike Tempo Ride

Duration 1hr15min

WARM UP:

15min Z2 easy spinning in a 

medium cadence.

MAIN SET:

45min riding at Z3, this is slightly 

above your ‘comfort zone’ and 

riding at a steady tempo during 

this time. Keep your cadence in a 

medium setting, 85-90rpm, avoid 

freewheeling too much on down 

hills or make the route as least 

disruptive as possible, i.e. traffic 

lights, towns etc.

COOL DOWN:

15min Z1. That was a solid ride so 

take time to recover and relax.

Day Off

Enjoy the rest, another good solid 

three days.  Keep up the good 

nutrition routine on your rest days, 

this will help maximise your overall 

progression and the body’s ability 

to recover for the weekend.

Aerobic Ride and Tempo Effort

Duration 2:00hrs

Today is the same as last Saturday 

with getting the aerobic riding 

along with harder ‘tempo’ riding 

at the end just to help build 

endurance.  Very important.

WARM UP:

10 min at Z1.

MAIN SET:

1hr40min commence with 

1hr10min at Z2 riding at a medium 

cadence, 85-95rpm. Keep this nice 

and steady. Once this time is up 

produce a tempo effort of 30min at 

Z3, low cadence <80rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min easy spinning at a high 

cadence, 90rpm+ at Z1.

Session Comments:

Let’s try and keep this a similar ride 

to last week, perhaps even the 

same route to see improvements in 

particular areas. Remember to be 

well hydrated before you begin the 

tempo work.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity

Duration 3:00hrs

Again choose a flat to slightly 

rolling course for these Sunday 

sessions. Nothing too challenging.

WARM UP:

15min set an easy pace at Z1 and 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo.

MAIN SET:

2h30 steady, firm road ride to 

build your fitness base and 

increase ability to use fat as a fuel. 

Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 

your cadence at a medium level 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN: 

15min, bring it back down to your 

lower Z1.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

On rides lasting more than 1hr 

30min in duration we would 

recommend you consume solids 

on the bike e.g. muesli bar, sugary 

sweets, energy branded bar. 

Consuming high carbohydrate 

snacks every 45min will keep your 

glycogen stores topped up.

Planned:   Bike: 7hr35min            
Cross Train: 1:00hr 
Total: 8hr35min

http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/when-rest-when-cycling-training/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/when-rest-when-cycling-training/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/when-rest-when-cycling-training/
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3WEEK 3//
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off.

You have completed 2 hard training 

weeks so time to relax and let 

the training settle in. Remember 

how important rest is which we 

mentioned in the second week? 

Now it is time to put this into 

practice.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

Ever thought of the best ways to 

maximise your winter training and 

make the most of your time? Read 

Part 1 of our article on how to make 

the most of your winter.

Day Off

Another rest day. Yes, two in a row.  

Your body has to adapt to your 

training!  

Get yourself ready for another good 

week ahead.

Basic Cadence Skills

Duration 1hr20min 

You should be getting used to 

these by now. We are swapping 

things around now with an 

emphasis on low cadence work. 

WARM UP:

10min at Z2, medium cadence 

80-90rpm.

MAIN SET: 

Complete the following session 3 

times with 8min recovery at Z1 in 

between each set:

1min at Z3, high cadence 100rpm+

2min at Z3, low cadence <80rpm

1min at Z3, high cadence 100rpm+

2min at Z3, low cadence <80rpm

1min at Z3, high cadence 100rpm+

2min at Z3, low cadence <80rpm

COOL DOWN:

10min at Z1.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

On the low cadence efforts 

remember you need to engage 

your core and glutes to make the 

stroke smooth and get power 

through the full pedal rotation. 

Remember the ‘pulling up’ action 

once you get to the bottom of 

pedal stroke. Practice makes 

perfect.

Threshold and Tempo Workout

Duration 1hr10min

Threshold work with some low 

cadence tempo work. 

WARM UP:

15min warm up Z1 in medium 

cadence, 80-90rpm.

MAIN SET: 

2x8min at Z4 threshold effort keep 

a high cadence, 90rpm+ 6min 

recovery at Z1 between threshold 

efforts. 

After the second threshold effort 

give yourself 8-10min easy spinning 

before undertaking the last tempo 

effort of 15min Z3 at a low cadence 

<80rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min cool down Z1.

Session Comments:

The intensity has increased today, 

hopefully the two rest days will 

have left you fresh and ready to 

make the most of the session. The 

threshold efforts will really put a 

strain on your aerobic system and 

you should be feeling a nice ‘burn’ 

in your muscles after each effort. 

Hard workout but will pay off in the 

coming weeks.

Option Day

If you feel like you have recovered 

from the last two days of cycling 

you can do some cross training 

exercises, perhaps core/gym 

work or a circuit training session. 

If slightly fatigued take this as a 

complete rest day.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

This is the 2nd part of our winter 

training tips on how to make the 

most of this period of the year.  

Enjoy!

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity

Duration 2hr30min

Choose a flat to slightly rolling 

course. Nothing too challenging.

WARM UP:

15min at Z1 and gradually build 

it up until you feel you’re ready to 

settle into a higher tempo.

MAIN SET:

2:00hrs steady, firm road ride to 

build your fitness base and increase 

your ability to use fat as a fuel. 

Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 

your cadence at a medium level 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:

15min at Z1.

Session Comments:

We have a weekend of increased 

volume so let’s keep the intensity 

in check and avoid long periods 

above Z3. Remember to eat and 

drink through the ride at regular 

intervals.

Bike Ride/ Endurance Medium 
Intensity

Duration 3:00hrs

If you can complete todays ride 

in a group this will help with the 

extended duration and motivation 

to get in a solid ride.

WARM UP:

10min at an easy pace at Z1 and 

gradually move up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo.

MAIN SET:

2hr 40min steady, firm road ride to 

build your fitness base and increase 

your ability to use fat as a fuel. 

Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 

your cadence at a medium level 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min bring it back down to your 

lower Z2.

Session Comments:

The legs might be a bit sore after 

yesterday’s ride, don’t worry you 

have a rest day tomorrow so let’s 

make the most out of a good 

weekend’s training.

Planned: Bike: 8:00hrs 
Total: 8:00hrs

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/effective-cycling-training-bad-weather-days-part-1/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/effective-cycling-training-bad-weather-days-part-1/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/effective-cycling-training-bad-weather-days-part-2/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/effective-cycling-training-bad-weather-days-part-2/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/effective-cycling-training-bad-weather-days-part-2/
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4WEEK 4//
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off: Relax

Rest day, make sure you keep an 

eye on nutrition today as your 

metabolism is still working after the 

weekend.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

Have you been ill in the past and 

felt like it took a life time to recover 

and lost fitness because of it? This 

article helps you understand how 

to come back from illness and basic 

steps to take to rebuild fitness.

Sprints Blocks

Duration 1hr15min

Sprint efforts during aerobic ride.

WARM UP:

10min at Z1, medium cadence.

MAIN SET:

50min at Z2 maintaining a medium 

cadence during the ride. Every 

5 minutes in this block include a 

10-20 second sprint which should 

have you at RPE 10! 

COOL DOWN:

15min at Z1.

Session Comments:

The ‘sprints’ are maximal efforts 

undertaken either out of the saddle 

or in the saddle, up to you. It’s 

just very important you make a 

very intensive effort for that 10-20 

second, you can vary your cadence 

on how you feel best to get power 

out. We have set this effort at 

RPE 10 as using HR is not a true 

reflection on your effort over such a 

short period of time.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

Don’t underestimate the 

importance of cross training.  There 

will always be muscle groups 

cycling alone will not necessarily 

work as hard as others.  Upper body 

for one.  Use these sessions to build 

in these other areas to maintain all 

over body fitness.

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Strength Climbing Repeats
Duration 1:00hr

This session is aimed at riding on 
steep climbs at a low RPM, either 
outside or simulating this on a turbo 
trainer. Improving your ability to put 
out a high effort on a low cadence 
will really help your overall strength 
and threshold power. 

WARM UP:
20min at a medium cadence in 
Z1. The last 5min of this warm up 
complete 4x10sec sprints, RPE 9+, 
this is all part of the warm up routine. 
If undertaking the session outdoors 
ride to a suitable hill in this 20min 
warm up.

MAIN SET: 
Using the hill to get the necessary 
efforts perform the following:

5min at upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1 high cadence
5min at upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1 high cadence
5min at upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1 high cadence
5min at upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm

COOL DOWN:
10min cool down at Z1, medium 
cadence.

Session Comments:
Maintaining a good pedalling 
technique during this session will 
be critical. Stay seated during these 
intervals and keep the upper body 
as still as possible allowing your core 
and glutes to provide the power to 
the legs.

Day Off

Well done on another great week!  

You now have 2 good training 

days back to back on Saturday and 

Sunday so spend today getting 

ready and don’t forget to rest!

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

You may have heard of the training 

term ‘Double Days’. Be it with your 

daily commute or a two session 

training day. This article provides 

you with our thoughts on how best 

to approach this training and make 

the most of every session.

Hilly Bike Ride/Endurance 
Medium Intensity
Duration 2hr30min

Aim to have the majority of this ride 

on as hilly a route as possible, it is 

important to get in some quality 

climbing practice. 

WARM UP:
15min at an easy pace of Z1, 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo. 

MAIN SET:
2:00hr try and get as much 

accumulated climbing as possible 

in this 2hr block. Maintain a 

medium/high cadence during this 

ride so to help improve a good 

pedalling technique on longer hills. 

Keep this ride around upper Z2 but 

raise to Z3 on some of the climbs. 

COOL DOWN:
15min bring it back down to your 

lower Z1.

Session Comments:
During the longer hills you 

encounter today try and maintain 

a seated position but raise your 

cadence to a higher level than 

what you would normally ride it 

at. By improving and raising your 

cadence on the hills on these types 

of sessions will improve your ability 

to recover between hills.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity

Duration 3:00hrs

Riding in a group for this session 

will help get the duration in easier.

WARM UP:

10min, set at an easy pace at Z1 

and gradually move it up until you 

feel you’re ready to settle into a 

higher tempo.

MAIN SET:

2hr 40min, steady, firm road ride to 

build your fitness base and increase 

your ability to use fat as a fuel. Stay 

constant at upper Z2. Keep your 

cadence at a medium level, i.e. 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min at bringing it back to Z1.

Session Comments:

The legs might be a bit sore after 

the hilly ride yesterday, don’t worry 

this is normal. The legs will loosen 

up and improve as the ride goes 

along so always give yourself 45min 

or so to settle into the ride. Try and 

keep this as ‘steady’ as possible.

Planned: Bike:7hr45min            
Cross Train:1:00hr
Total: 8hr45min

http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2014/03/3-steps-recovery/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2014/03/3-steps-recovery/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2014/03/3-steps-recovery/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/dig-deep-coaching-news/2014/03/3-steps-recovery/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/2013/2015/03/double-day-training-essentials/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/2013/2015/03/double-day-training-essentials/
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5WEEK 5//
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off

Well done on all the hard work so 

far. We have intentionally upped 

the cycling volume and some 

intensity so let’s see how you 

handle this week and continue to 

build on all the hard work to date.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

Daily we get asked a wide variety 

of questions from many cyclists 

on how to train, gain fitness and 

increase their performance.  Take a 

look at some of the questions and 

answers provided by the Dig Deep 

team here. Something for everyone 

in the answers.

Threshold and Tempo Workouts

Duration 1hr10min

Threshold work with some low 

cadence tempo work. 

WARM UP:

15min at Z1 at medium cadence, 

80-90rpm.

MAIN SET:

2x8min @ Z4 - threshold effort at 

a high cadence 90rpm+.  6min 

recovery at Z1 between threshold 

efforts. 

After the second effort give 

yourself 8-10min easy spinning 

before doing the last tempo effort. 

15min tempo Z3 at a low cadence 

<80rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min at Z1.

Session Comments:

Make sure the threshold workouts 

are at a high level making you want 

your 6min recovery!  The recovery 

will get you back ready for hitting 

it again.

Sprints Blocks

Duration 1hr15min

Sprint efforts during aerobic ride.

WARM UP:

15min at Z1 at medium cadence.

MAIN SET:

50min at Z2 maintaining a medium 

cadence during the ride. Every 

5 minutes in this block include a 

10-20 sec sprint which should have 

you at RPE 10!

COOL DOWN:

15min at Z1.

Session Comments:

You will remember these from last 

week and how much they can wear 

you down as the ride progresses. 

Avoid riding too hard between the 

sprints and if you are undertaking 

this on the road try and make it on 

as flat a route as possible so you 

can maximise the sprint speed.

Day Off

Today is another rest day, as you 

have another hard 3 day block to 

finish off this week so let’s really 

push the limits as we hit the 

halfway mark on your training plan!!

Strength Climbing Repeats
Duration 1:00hr

This session is aimed at riding on 
steep climbs at a low RPM, either 
outside or simulating this on a 
turbo trainer. 

WARM UP:
20min at a medium cadence in 
Z1. The last 5min of this warm up 
complete 4x10sec sprints, RPE 
9+, this is all part of the warm up 
routine. If undertaking the session 
outdoors ride to a suitable hill in 
this 20min warm up.

MAIN SET:
Using the hill to get the necessary 
efforts perform the following:

5min at upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1 high cadence 
5min at  upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1, High cadence
5min at  upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm
3min recovery Z1, high cadence
5min at  upper Z3 low cadence 
<75rpm

COOL DOWN:
10 min cool down at Z1, medium 
cadence.

Session Comments:
Let’s try and improve your 
technique from last week, keep 
the core engaged and avoid large 
movements of the shoulders and 
upper body.

Hilly Bike Ride Endurance 
Medium Intensity

Duration 2hr30min

Aim to have the majority of this ride 

on as hilly a route as possible, it is 

important to get in some quality 

climbing practice. 

WARM UP:

15min at an easy pace of Z1, 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo. 

MAIN SET:

2:00hr Try and get as much 

accumulated climbing as possible 

in this 2hr block. Maintain a 

medium/high cadence during this 

ride so to help improve a good 

pedalling technique on longer hills. 

Keep this ride around upper Z2 but 

raise to Z3 on some of the climbs. 

COOL DOWN:

15min, bring it back down to your 

lower Z2.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 

Intensity

Duration 3:00hrs

Riding in a group for this session 

will help get the duration in easier.

WARM UP: 

10min set at an easy pace at Z1 and 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo.

MAIN SET:

2hr40min, steady, firm road ride to 

build your fitness base and increase 

your ability to use fat as a fuel. 

Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 

your cadence at a medium level 

between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min at bringing it back to Z1.

Planned: Bike: 8hr55min      
Total: 8hr55min 

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/10/training-questions-answered/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/10/training-questions-answered/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/10/training-questions-answered/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/10/training-questions-answered/
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Day Off

We have another 2 day rest period, 

you remember why this rest is so 

important? Make this a crucial part 

of your development. You have 

completed a really hard 3 day block 

over the weekend so let’s absorb 

the work.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

What exactly, is pedalling efficiency 

and how do you improve it? This 

article will help you understand 

more.

Day Off

Another rest day, time to relax and 

make the most of the recovery. Eat 

well and get plenty of well-earned 

sleep!

Endurance Booster

Duration 2:00hrs

Top end aerobic session…

endurance booster.

WARM UP:

20min warm up at Z1, high 

cadence 90rpm+.

MAIN SET:

2x30min at mid/upper Z3 keeping 

a low cadence 75-85rpm. 

15min recovery Z1 between efforts 

at a high cadence, 90rpm+.

COOL DOWN:

25min easy Z2 riding at end of spin, 

keep a high cadence during cool 

down 90rpm+.

Session Comments:

This session is aimed at building 

your endurance on limited time. 

With riding the 30min efforts at 

the top end of your tempo level 

we are putting a strain on your 

aerobic system and developing 

your endurance. Concentrate 

on keeping pressure on pedals 

throughout the 30min.

Strength Climbing Repeats
Duration 1:00hr 

This session is aimed at riding on 

steep climbs at a low RPM, either 

outside or on a turbo trainer. 

Improving your ability to put out a 

high effort on a low cadence will 

really help overall strength and 

threshold power.

WARM UP:
20min warm up at a medium 

cadence Z1. In the last 5min of this 

warm up complete 4 10sec sprints, 

RPE 9+, this is all part of the warm 

up routine.

MAIN SET:
32min

5min at upper Z3 low cadence 

<75rpm

3min recovery Z1 high cadence

5min at upper Z3 low cadence 

<75rpm

3min recovery Z1 high cadence

5min at upper Z3  low cadence 

<75rpm

3min recovery Z1 high cadence

5min at upper Z3 low cadence 

<75rpm

3min recovery Z1 high cadence

5min at  upper Z3 low cadence 

<75rpm

COOL DOWN:
10min at Z1, medium cadence.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

To help enhance your cycling 

ability working different muscle 

groups via alternative activities 

is essential. Today we would like 

you to change things up a bit with 

different exercises such as:

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

2hrs Aerobic Ride & Tempo 
Effort

Duration 2:00hrs

Today is about getting in some 

aerobic riding along with some 

harder ‘tempo’ work at the end just 

to help build your endurance.

WARM UP:

10min at Z1.

MAIN SESSION: 

1hr 10min at Z2 riding at a medium 

cadence, 85-95rpm. Keep this nice 

and steady. Once this time is up 

produce a tempo effort for 30min 

at Z3 at a low cadence <80rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min easy spinning at a high 

cadence 90rpm+ at Z1.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity
Duration 4:00hrs

If you can do today’s ride in a group 
this will help with the extended 
duration and motivation to get in 
a solid ride.

WARM UP:
10min set at an easy pace at Z1 and 
gradually move it up until you feel 
you’re ready to settle into a higher 
tempo.

MAIN SET:
3hr40min, steady, firm road ride to 
build your fitness base and increase 
your ability to use fat as a fuel. 
Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 
your cadence at a medium level 
between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:
10min at bringing it back to Z1

Session Comments:
Longest day so far, we are jumping 
up to a solid 4hr ride. After all the 
intensity over the past few weeks 
and some hard 3 day blocks we 
know you are ready to hit this 
session to the best of your ability. 
Make eating and drinking a priority, 
carbohydrate snack every 45min 
throughout ride.

Planned: Bike: 9:00hrs 
Cross Train: 1:00hr 
Total: 10:00hrs

http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/pedal-efficiency-and-technique/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/pedal-efficiency-and-technique/
http://digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/pedal-efficiency-and-technique/
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Day Off 

Well done on yesterday’s long spin. 

Legs might be a little sore today 

but that is normal. Some light 

stretching will help enhance the 

recovery.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

Part two of a Q&A on all sorts of 

topics from the Dig Deep head 

coaches.

Speed Sessions

Duration 1:00hr

WARM UP:

15min at Z2. 

MAIN SET:

35min which includes 4x5min 

at Z4. This should be an effort 

whereby you are breathing hard 

and not possible to speak with 

a heavy breathing rhythm. If 

undertaking this outside make 

sure it is on a road with few 

interruptions. Do these efforts at a 

medium cadence 85-90rpm.

5min easy spinning Z2 between 

efforts at a medium cadence. 

COOL DOWN:

10min at Z1.

Session Comments:

This is a hard threshold effort, very 

intensive which should take place 

on a road with little disruptions so 

you can go all out at each effort. 

Pace should be high if completed 

on the flat and high pressure on 

pedals during the 5min efforts.

Endurance Booster

Duration 2:00hrs

Top end aerobic session. Endurance 

booster.

WARM UP:

20min at Z1, high cadence 90rpm+.

MAIN SET: 

2x30min at mid/upper Z3 at a low 

cadence 75-85rpm. 

15min recovery at Z1 between 

efforts at a high cadence 90rpm+.

COOL DOWN:

25min easy Z2 riding at end of spin, 

keep a high cadence during cool 

down 90rpm+.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

Yip…you got it.  Time for some 

alternative training that doesn’t 

involve your bike!  Enjoy these 

sessions and the variation it can 

bring to the plan.  It all plays a 

significant part with the end goal.

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Day Off

Take it as a complete rest and get 

ready for a solid weekend in front 

of you. Get your bike ready and kit 

sorted for two good days in the 

saddle.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

These training sessions are the 

times in which you need to try and 

test which food and drinks work 

best for you when on the bike.  

Don’t wait until the day of your 

event as this could lead to a whole 

host of problems and ruin all your 

hard work.

Hilly Bike Ride/Endurance 
Medium Intensity

Duration 3:00hrs

Aim to have the majority of this 

ride on as hilly territory as possible, 

today we want to get in some 

quality climbing practice. 

WARM UP:

15min set at an easy pace Z1 and 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo. 

MAIN SET:

2:30hr try and get as much 

accumulated climbing as possible 

in this block. Maintain a medium/

high cadence during this ride so 

to help improve a good pedalling 

technique on longer hills. 

COOL DOWN:

15min. Bring it back down to your 

lower Z2.

Session Comments:

Focus on a high cadence when on the 

hills if they are not too steep. This helps 

you reduce the reliance on muscular 

strength which can become a limiting 

factor on longer rides.

Bike Ride/Endurance Medium 
Intensity
Duration 4:00hrs

Like the last few weeks try and get 
this long ride in within a group, it 
will help put the time in. 

WARM UP:
10min set an easy pace at Z2 and 
gradually move it up until you feel 
you’re ready to settle into a higher 
tempo.

MAIN SET: 
3h40min steady, firm road ride to 
build your fitness base and increase 
your ability to use fat as a fuel. 
Stay constant at upper Z2. Keep 
your cadence at a medium level 
between 85-95 rpm.

COOL DOWN:
10min at Z1.

Session Comments:
Same as last week, long endurance 
ride and try and keep today’s ride 
flat. Remember to eat and drink 
during ride and go in a group if 
you can.

Planned: Bike: 10:00hrs 
Cross Train: 1:00hr 
Total: 11:00hrs

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/12/more-training-questions-answered/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/12/more-training-questions-answered/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/features/categories/coaching/2014/12/more-training-questions-answered/
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Day Off

We have worked very hard over 

the past 10 days and we need to 

let your body adapt to the training 

before the last push before your 

targeted event.  Use the next 3 

days to get any issues with your 

bike sorted or new kit ready for the 

coming weeks.  Again if you have 

new shorts or clothing you want 

to wear on the day, try them out 

before the actual day…just in case!

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

Indoor riding… Rollers or Turbo 

Trainer? We take a look at both 

sides in this article.

If you wish to purchase an indoor 

training tool please check out the 

range from Dig Deep Coaching.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

To help enhance your cycling 

ability we believe working different 

muscle groups via alternative 

activities is essential. Today we 

would like you to do like you 

have up to now and select a 

completely different exercise, some 

suggestions below include:

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Session Comments:

As part of your 3 day rest block we 

would like you to get some exercise 

in today. Keep the body moving 

but keep it at a moderate intensity.

Day Off 

Easy day today again before you 

start back to some heavy training 

on the run up to your event! 

You are doing great…look at all the 

structure and sessions you have 

completed up to now!  A massive 

pat on the back.  Deep breaths.  

Time to push it one last time!

Endurance Booster

Duration 2:00hrs

Top end aerobic session. Endurance 

booster.

WARM UP:

20min at Z1 high cadence 90rpm+.

MAINSET:

2x30min at mid/upper Z3 at a high 

cadence 90rpm+. 

15min recovery Z1 between efforts 

at a high cadence 90rpm+

COOL DOWN:

25min easy Z2 riding at end of spin, 

keep a high cadence during cool 

down 90rpm+.

Session Comments:

We are changing this around by 

focusing on improving your ability 

to produce a high cadence.  Keep 

this cadence momentum on any 

rolling hills you encounter on 

today’s ride.

Speed Sessions

Duration 1:00hr

WARM UP:

15min at Z2. 

MAIN SET:

35min which includes 4x5min at Z4. 

This should be an effort whereby 

you are breathing hard and not 

possible to speak. If completing this 

outside make sure it is on a road 

with little interruptions. Complete 

these efforts at a medium cadence 

85-90rpm.

5min easy spinning Z2 between 

efforts at a medium cadence. 

COOL DOWN:

10min at Z1.

2hrs Aerobic Ride and Tempo 
Effort

Duration 2:00hrs

Today is about completing some 

aerobic riding along with harder 

‘tempo’ riding at the end just to 

help build your endurance. 

WARM UP:

10 min Z1

MAIN SESSION:

1hr10min at Z2 riding at a medium 

cadence 85-95rpm. Keep this nice 

and steady. Once this time is up 

produce a tempo effort 30min at 

Z3 at a low cadence <80rpm.

COOL DOWN:

10min easy spinning at a high 

cadence, 90rpm+ at Z1.

Hilly Bike Ride/Endurance 
Medium Intensity
Duration 4hr30min

Aim to have the majority of this 

ride on as hilly a route as possible…

time for some quality climbing 

practice. 

WARM UP:
15min at an easy pace at Z1 and 

gradually move it up until you feel 

you’re ready to settle into a higher 

tempo. 

MAIN SET:
4:00hrs try and get as much 

accumulated climbing as possible 

in this block. Maintain a medium/

high cadence during the ride so 

to help improve a good pedalling 

technique on longer hills. Keep this 

ride around Z2 but raise to Z3/4 on 

some of the climbs. 

COOL DOWN:
15min, bring it back down to your 

lower Z1.

Session Comments:
We are again raising the duration 

bar today with a long ride trying to 

accumulate as much climbing as 

possible within the ride. Remember 

how important eating and drinking 

is on the ride so don’t lose sight 

of this otherwise you will be 

struggling in the last half of ride.

Planned:  Bike: 9hr30min
Cross Train: 1:00hr 
Total: 10hr30min

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/rollers-v-turbo-stephen-gallagher-gives-his-view/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/rollers-v-turbo-stephen-gallagher-gives-his-view/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/rentbuy-powermeter/turbo/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/rentbuy-powermeter/turbo/
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Day Off

This is the last week of ‘training’ 

before we begin a taper towards 

your event. We are trying to hit 

each session this week 100% 

and make every effort count. You 

have a long ride this Saturday as 

a dress rehearsal for next week so 

let’s make it all count and a great 

learning experience.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

Have you struggled on the hills 

in training and found them a 

challenge in previous sportives? 

Read this article on 9 ways to 

improve your climbing which 

you can use in the future to help 

improve this area.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

Enjoy a great cross training session 

today.  What’s gonna be your 

choice?

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Endurance Booster

Duration 2:00hrs

Top end aerobic session. Endurance 

booster.

WARM UP:

20min at Z1 high cadence 90rpm+.

MAIN SET:

2x 30min at mid/upper Z3 at a high 

cadence 90rpm+. 

15min recovery Z1 between efforts 

at a high cadence 90rpm+.

COOL DOWN:

25min easy Z2 riding at end of spin, 

keep a high cadence during cool 

down 90rpm+.

Speed Sessions

Duration 1:00hr

WARM UP:

15min at Z2. 

MAIN SET:

35min which includes 4x5min 

at Z4. This should be an effort 

whereby you are breathing heavily 

and not possible to speak with a 

heavy breathing rhythm. If doing 

this outside make sure it is on 

a road with little interruptions. 

Complete these efforts at a 

medium cadence 85-90rpm.

5min easy spinning Z2 between 

efforts at a medium cadence. 

COOL DOWN:

10min at Z1.

Day Off 

Big day tomorrow, use today 

to relax and be prepared for 

tomorrows ride. All the hard work 

will start to show this week with 

stronger legs and lungs further 

complimented with increased 

endurance. 

Stay injury and illness free and you 

will be all set for next week.

Hilly Bike Ride/Endurance 
Medium Intensity
Duration 5:00hrs

Aim to have most of this ride on a 
hilly route.

WARM UP:
15min set an easy pace at Z1 and 
gradually move it up until you feel 
you’re ready to settle into a higher 
tempo. 

MAIN SET:
4hr30min, try and get as much 
accumulated climbing as possible 
in this 4hr30min block. Maintain 
a medium/high cadence during 
this ride so to help improve a good 
pedalling technique on longer hills. 
Keep this ride around Z2 but raise 
to Z3/4 on some of the climbs. 

COOL DOWN:
15min, take it right back to lower 
Z1.

Session Comments:
Last long ride before you begin the 
taper for next week. Keep focused 
on today’s effort by keeping it calm 
on the hills but maintaining a good 
pace on the flat. Use today as a 
dress rehearsal for your nutrition 
strategy, looking at pre-ride 
breakfast, hydration and solid’s 
consumed whilst on bike.

Day Off 

Legs might be a bit tender after 

yesterday, this is normal and 

nothing to worry about. Rest 

up and maintain good nutrition 

choices today so to get the full 

benefit of a rest day as you begin to 

taper for next week.

Planned: Bike: 8:00hrs
Cross Train: 1:00hr
Total: 9:00hrs

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/9-ways-improve-your-climbing/
http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/blog/9-ways-improve-your-climbing/
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Day Off

Last week of training before your 

objective. This is all about staying 

healthy and getting adequate 

rest without losing fitness. Stay 

focused on the small details, eat 

and sleep well.  This week is about 

maintaining your fitness and 

increasing your freshness.

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP 

Have you enjoyed the past 9 

weeks? Seen progress and felt like 

the beginning of something new? 

Why not continue your journey 

with the experts and guidance 

from the Dig Deep team, send us 

a message with your questions or 

how you would like us to help in 

the future. 

Sprints Blocks

Duration 1hr15min

Sprint efforts during aerobic ride.

WARM UP:

10min at medium cadence Z1.

MAIN SET:

50min, every 5min during this block 

we would like a ‘sprint’ which will 

last 10-20 seconds each. This will be 

at RPE10. In between sprints ride at 

a steady pace of Z2 maintaining a 

medium cadence.

COOL DOWN:

15min at Z1.

Session Comments:

Today is all about keeping the 

fast twitch muscle fibres ticking 

over and not allowing your body 

to stiffen up with too much rest. 

This will help keep you fresh and 

maintain a sharpness required to be 

at your full potential this Sunday.

Cross Training

Duration 1:00hr

Last cross training day…make it 

count…but not too much either!

Gym Workout

Circuit Training

Jog/Brisk Walk

Swimming

Pilates/Yoga

Aerobic Ride/Low Intensity

Duration 1:00hr

WARM UP:

5min, as you warm up Z1 keep your 

cadence to a medium level.

MAIN SET:

50min, kick up the intensity just a 

bit and then hold it at Z2. Bring the 

cadence down to medium level 

between 85-95rpm and keep the 

focus on a smooth pedal stroke.

COOL DOWN:

5min. Bring it home nice and easy 

Z1.

Session Comments:

Steady aerobic ride today, nothing 

hard but keeping the aerobic 

system working with a nice easy 

ride.

Other: Your Choice

Today is all about taper to the event 

and focusing on being as fresh as 

possible for Sunday without losing 

fitness. You can either take today 

as another complete rest day or do 

an easy aerobic cycle or other form 

of exercise. 

Sometimes light exercise today 

might help keep your muscles 

moving and primed for Sunday. The 

choice is yours but keep it ‘easy’.

Other: Your  Choice

Tomorrow is when you are going 

to put all that hard work into place.  

Today is all about getting ready, 

staying relaxed and keeping well 

hydrated and maintaining good 

glycogen stores by great nutrition 

choices. Leave nothing to chance 

today.

An easy 1hr cycle might be an 

option to help keep the body and 

mind ready for tomorrow’s event. If 

you have time complete a very easy 

ride that has a low intensity. If you 

are traveling and limited to time 

then spend your time preparing 

for tomorrow so nothing is left to 

chance.

Event Day

Duration 6:30hrs

Today is what you have been 

working for and all your hard 

work will pay off today. Make 

sure you consume a substantial 

breakfast at least 2hrs before the 

start.  Carbohydrate rich and easily 

digestible. Give yourself plenty of 

time to get ready in the morning 

for the start and be fully hydrated 

before the off. 

You have trained for this.  You are 

ready for this.  The most you have 

ever been ready.  Enjoy and all 

the best!!!!  Oh and don’t forget 

#digdeep

DIG DEEP COACHING TIP

Make sure you avoid starting too 

hard as this will have consequences 

later in the ride. Keep the pace at 

a solid tempo on the way out and 

make sure you eat and drink at 

regular intervals during ride. Avoid 

going too hard on the steep climbs 

as this will zap your strength quick, 

keep something in reserve for the 

last third of ride.

Planned: Bike: 8hr45min
Cross Train: 1:00hr
Total: 9hr45min

http://www.digdeepcoaching.com/index.php/contact-us/
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WELL DONE!  YOU DID IT!//
So how to do you feel? Tell us your story. We’d love to hear about 
how you got on. 

After 10 weeks we hope you feel you are walking away with: 

•	 improved	fitness
•	 a	greater	understanding	of	how	to	train	effectively	with	the	right	

sessions, amount of time on the bike and adequate rest to make 
those all-important adaptions - it is a science

•	 more	confidence	
•	 increased	motivation	to	keep	‘training’	each	week,	the	right	way

The next step is personalised coaching whereby you, yes you, and your personal circumstances 
such as work/life balance, time available to train, medical history, current ability on the bike and so 
much more are all evaluated by your own Coach from our coaching team. Your Coach would devise 
your weekly training plan to hit the goals and challenges important to you. The goals? They can be 
anything you want them to be. Increased fitness, climb better or perhaps start to compete in your 
local time trial league. It’s got to be personal to you. That’s what will make it work.
You can find more information on our personalised coaching plans HERE. We specialise in cycling and 
triathlon.

Well done once more, for continued support and advice from the team hook up with us on Facebook 
and Twitter!

#COACHINGWORKS


